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Salamun Alaikum (Peace be upon you) 
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Unfortunately, many Muslims take the following verse in the Quran as a support for the concept that 

'Wasilah' through intermediary individuals is permissible. This verse is then used as a conduit into 

Islamic secondary sources which cast this concept into stone. 

  

005:035 

"O ye who believe! Do your duty to God, seek the means of approach (Arabic: wasilata) to Him, and 

strive with might and main in his cause: that you may prosper" 

  

What is conveniently omitted or overlooked is that the same word ‘Wasilatan’ is used once more in 

another part of the Quran where the concept of 'Wasilah' as commonly understood and very 

meaning that some extract from 5:35 is completely negated. 

  

017.056-7  

"Say: "Call on those - besides Him - whom you fancy: they have neither the power to remove your 

troubles from you nor to change them. Those whom they call upon do desire (for themselves) 

means of access (Arabic: wasilata) to their Lord, even those who are nearest: they hope for His 

Mercy and fear His Wrath: for the Wrath of thy Lord is something to take heed of" 

  

Reconciling the Quranic verses, it is clear that the 'Wasilah' in 5:35 is only a reference to a means by 

which one come close to a thing (which is correct in its true definition and Quranic form). In this case 

the entity is God and any manner of possible positive ways that brings one closer to Him in worship 

is alluded to.  A 'Wasilah' (a means of access to a thing) is also not restricted to humans and certainly 

not in the manner which is negated by 17:56-7 which is sadly the way it is most commonly 

understood by many Muslims. 

  

  



  

 Source: Edward Lanes Lexicon    [1] 

  

  

As an example, one may make use of the beautiful Psalms of 

their means / avenue (Arabic: Wasilah) to bring them spiritually closer to the worship of God. Others 

may choose the study of the Quran, the TaNaKh (Jewish Old Testament) and the New Testament as 

their 'Wasilah' as it makes them understand purp

  

'Wasilah' could also constitute in depth prayer, giving charity, attempting to do the right thing in acts 

of righteousness or remembering the Lord by his beautiful names. In effect, it can constitute any 

number of things which bring one close to Him 

  

  

  

  

FINAL THOUGHTS 

  

What is sadly ironic is that a simple Quranic verse is used out of context and is itself used as a 

'Wasilah' into Islamic secondary sources
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As an example, one may make use of the beautiful Psalms of Prophet David (pbuh) to chant an

their means / avenue (Arabic: Wasilah) to bring them spiritually closer to the worship of God. Others 

may choose the study of the Quran, the TaNaKh (Jewish Old Testament) and the New Testament as 

their 'Wasilah' as it makes them understand purpose and God’s messages.  

'Wasilah' could also constitute in depth prayer, giving charity, attempting to do the right thing in acts 

of righteousness or remembering the Lord by his beautiful names. In effect, it can constitute any 

ing one close to Him in remembrance and worship. 

What is sadly ironic is that a simple Quranic verse is used out of context and is itself used as a 

Islamic secondary sources to establish a doctrine which is unsupportable by the Quran. 
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to chant and listen as 

their means / avenue (Arabic: Wasilah) to bring them spiritually closer to the worship of God. Others 

may choose the study of the Quran, the TaNaKh (Jewish Old Testament) and the New Testament as 

'Wasilah' could also constitute in depth prayer, giving charity, attempting to do the right thing in acts 

of righteousness or remembering the Lord by his beautiful names. In effect, it can constitute any 

 

What is sadly ironic is that a simple Quranic verse is used out of context and is itself used as a 

to establish a doctrine which is unsupportable by the Quran.  
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